INTRODUCTION

- Automated identification of clinical disease in electronic health record (EHR) data is vital to population health management and machine learning model development.
- Rules-based approaches to identifying diagnoses using billing codes suffer from poor generalizability.
- We hypothesized that natural language processing (NLP) models could be used to detect atrial fibrillation diagnoses directly from clinical notes.
- This approach may facilitate scaling the identification of disease diagnoses across large amounts of clinical data for improved generalizability and also support health record de-identification efforts by automatically extracting important medical concepts.

METHODS

- We collected clinical notes from a regional health system into a training set of roughly 29 million code-labeled episodes and a hold-out set of roughly 1.8 million code-labeled episodes.
- We trained an NLP model on the training set, consisting of an extractor stage which identifies candidate episodes that are passed to a classifier for adjudication.
- Model performance was computed using the code-based labels on the hold-out set, with "un-extracted" episodes scored as zero.
- We also performed targeted blinded chart reviews of disagreements between the NLP model output and the code-based labels.
- After thresholding, the NLP model achieved 87% recall and 89% precision.
- Blinded review of selected episodes showed the NLP model was correct in 90% of disagreements where the code-based approach incorrectly labeled negative.

RESULTS

- The NLP model achieved an AUPRC of 0.91.
- Interpretable model results on hypothetical text snippets demonstrate ability to distinguish between true positive and incidental atrial fibrillation mentions. Snippets outlined in green were labeled positive whereas snippets outlined in red were labeled negative. The heatmap behind each word represents model attention weights, with higher weight correlating with words the model found more important during classification.
- The NLP model was correct in 90% of disagreements where the code-based approach incorrectly labeled negative.

CONCLUSIONS

- NLP models can learn to automatically label the presence or absence of atrial fibrillation within clinical notes.
- This may lead to greater accuracy and generalizability relative to code-based labeling methods.